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ABSTRACT'
The-Micro-TOWER System of,Vocational-paluation was

developed in response 'to the need for a revision of the TOWER
(Testing, Orientation, and Work Evaluation in Rehabilitation) System.-
The Micro-TOWER system of 'work sample tests measures the major-'
aptitudes required for most.gemi-skilled and unskilled occupations.
.It may be used. as a screening device, preceding acre extensive
evaluation A variety of general vocational aptitudes are
measured---erbal,_nuneriCal, motor, spatial, and clerical perception
skills. These skills *axe ,originally chosen to.patallel the
'Dictionary of 'Occupational Titles aptitudes, and incliude message
taking,` making change, bottle capping and packing, limp assembly*,
blueprint reading,And mail sorting. The suites has been field tested

'on,a variety of populations, and is, suitable for the .physidally,
handica pped, emotionally disturbed; and,Spanish-speaking. Separate

-norms:Are available for a number of different groups. The test is_
adainisterede-using a tape recorder, to a group of approxitately five
to teluclients at one time. At the beginning of each work sample,
occupational information is presented. Procedires for teat
administration, test use, interpretation of results, and ;elated
technical studies are.described.I.(GDC) 1
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Micro -TOWER has been.deTCribed in several Papers,and ari cles,
-.

including on prepared by Roland P."Piller in-the Vocational Work Adjustment

Bulletin (Vol. 9, No. 4, December 1976).
/
A slide Rresentation describing the

system is also available from the ICD Rehabilitation and Research Center in New

York City. The Materials- and Development Center of the'University of Wisconsfn-

Stout will also be preparing a slide presentation on' Micro-TOWER shortly. More

detailed it orJmation is included In the three mahuals.that accompany the Micro-
s

TOWER work sar4pl es: The General Manual for Scoring', The.

Technical 'Manual, and the Manual for the GroupApiscussion Program

This paper is not simplyea reiteration,of what has been publiShed

c. - . .
t_______,------

before; it is intended to 'provide an elabration and discussion 'of some of the
4 1N4 p

. . .

more interesting and unique aspects of the system. Of course
2.-
it will be

(
\* , :

necessary to briefly describe the various feitures of the System for those

'persons who have not
i

had'previous exposure to Micro-TOWER.

a
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. HISTORY AND'DEVELOPMENT

./

The development of any major test or work sample system involves.

extensive planning and tryouts. Even with.this there are occasionally false

leads and new starts. A great deal of specialized knowledge, staff time, and

money are required every step of'the way. The hew Micro-TOWER systencof voca-

tional evaluation would not be immune to any of these demands.,

Micro- TONER was developed at the ICD Rehabilitation and Research

Center in New ycyk City. ICD, formerly known as the Institute for the drippled

and Disabled, was
kb

one of the pioneers in the development and use of Work samples

-61n vocational rehabilitation. As lorig ago- as .1935, staff at ICD were developing

work samples. These work samples were the forerunners of those that in the

1950's became part of .the TOWER system , an acronym for testing, Orientati-on

and Work Evauation in Rehabilitation. To this day th(TOWER system 4s used in

T A

rehabilitation'cdnters throughout the United States, as well as in many

countries around the world,

:In the early 1979's, a decision was made at ICD to develop a new

system of work samples to meat today's needs. The new system was'to take less.

than a week to administer, as compared to the more extensive fduc'to five .

weeks required by TOWER. At first the idea was simply to'revise some of the'

twst' useful of the 94 TOWER work mples. It soon became evident that it would

be best to develop an entirely new systemof evaluation, -'

The new system would still make use of the work sampld approach,
A

bUt would incorporate the latest psychometric techniques to improve the.

efficiency,' accuracy, apd objectivity of the evaluation. Many of these tech-
*

niques had been developed and used in the field-of education, but had, yet to be

4
.*
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adapted for work sample assessment in rehabilitation.

At this.point it was decided to develop a set of work sampleA t

directly paralle the tests of the Department otLabor's General Aptitude

Test Battery (GA ). This, also proved infeasible. One reason such an approach

0 .

does not work is that paper and pencil tests, such at those comprising most

of the GA;TD, require different kinds of abilities than dO work
/

samples. Also,

ft

\ ,

lr)rwork samples measure a more complex interaction of skills, resembling to a,'
4

. .

,

.
larger extent real work tasks. In, addition, the GATB was too difficult fort

most of the Clients evaluated at rehabilitation centers. This factor tended to

reduce the size of the correlation coefficients between Micro-TOWER work

samples and the GATB, making interpretation of statistical data difficult,

if not impossible.

Finally a decision was made to develop an independent aptitude
.4 i

/

battery, covering major aptitudes required for most semi-skilledand unskilled

jobs. The new system, called MIGRO-TOWER, would suppleMent TOWER and the

other evaluation systems that were coming onto the market. The Micro-TOWER

system'could beused alOne, or as a screening device for further, more

extensive evaluation with woft samples or paper and pencil tests.

ti



Aptitude Areas.MeasUrep .
1.

.

Whereas the original TOWER work samples were based on job analysis

and assessed skills for specific jobs, Micro - TOWER provides an overall ap-

Made profile. This profile shows a client's strengths and weaknesses in

given aptitude areas. ,This approach a)low$ Micro:TOWER to be used in a

variety of geographic areas with different job opportunities, as well as in a

variety of settings serving persons with differing abilities and needs; The

aptitude approach also provides flexibility in an ever changing job market

where specific job opportunities may change but the skills required for

broad classifications for work remain the Same.

6

L

The aptitudes to be assessed by Micro-TOWER were originally based on
.4

-the aptitude definitions provided by the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

(DOT)'. Each work sample was to measure primarily one'df the DOT aptitudes,

although ityas recognized that a combination of skills would be required.
.

This is one of the advintages and disadliantages of work samples for assessment.

Preliminary Work.

Examination, of intercorrelations of GATB scores had revealed five

majdr aptitude clusters. These same fiye areas were to form the basis of the

Micro -TOWER aptitude profile: Verbal Numerical, Motor, Perceptual, and

Perceptual-Motor.

Witl4n these-areas a number, of work samples were-developed; hot all

of them survive the intensive scruttny_and standards set up for acceptance
7

into the battery.: ease of administrations ease of scoring, appropriate diffi-

culty, and appropriatenessor group administration. The first work samples,

to be developed were based onsome of the TOWER Materfals; however, in order"

°. to adapt7tne ilorx samples for group administrationit wads necessary to change/-

the-administratfon and scoring procedure.

6
..44
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Those included in this first group were Bottle Capping and Packing,

.Graphics Illustration (Drafting), and Blueprint Reading. Although these

work samples make use of some of theTOWER.materials, the adaptfrtioris and

revisions ledto essentially different work samples from their forerunners

in TOWER.

Other work samples were added, tocover the aptitudes listed in the
. .

DOT. Content and materials were as up to-date aspossible giVing the work

samples face valtdify for today's job market. ,F(4. example, a computer

printed inventory list is used for assessingperceptual speed and accuracy;'

eitci'ronic connectors are used for pin insertion to measure finger dexterity.

I

7
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The Present Battery.

.A subsequent factor, analysis led to the reorganization of thp

work samples' into these five areas: *Verbal, NumeriCal, Motor, Spatial and

Clerical Perception.

..'Verbal

Want.Adsitomprehension - ,Clients read newspaper classified ads and

,

answer questions ibOut the content of the ads.

Messige'Taking Clients listeh simulated phone calls to a coffee

shop, and take brief messages and fobd orders en standard forms.

. These verbal tasks were not intended to duplicate standardized

reading tests that are readily available. Want Ads serve a4 a screening test

ice, -for basic English comprehension. Message Taking measures verbal skills not-A

commonly assessed by paper and pencil tests. ,

Numerical

'=Payroll Computation 1r, Clients complete several weekly work records .for

pig work in a'factorY, using addition,. subtraction, multiplication:

444,4

and divisionjof whole numbers and decimals.,An optional task in-

volving simple counting is available for lower fdfictidntng clients.

MakinoChange Clients act as clerks making charige for purchases in a

toy. tore; an optional evaluation involving'only the count(hg of

money is'available-for lower functioning clients.

Motor
,!,±t

Bpttle Capping and packing - Clients screw caps onto bottles'and stack

the bottles in a carton as in a workshop, assembly setting.



. 4

Motor (continued) . 4 . 4

1: ...
4 't II

;
0 . Electronic Connector .Assembly-Cltents place smaWpins and spring clips

into electronic connectors, as in an assembly line in-an electronics

.factory.

.Lamp Assembly-Clients assemble, a working table lamp using a screwdriver,

needlencised plier, and a wire stripper.

Spatial

Blueprint Reading-Clients determine the lengths of various' surfaces oj,a

three-dimensional drawing of a machine part by refering to two

dimensional drawings.

.Graphics Illustration-Clients reproduce designs using a compass, T7sqUare,

and a triangle.'

.Clerical Perception

Mail Sorting-Clients-use a p'ersonnel roster to assist in sorting addressed *.

envelopes Into a company mail box. I

ass r

filing-Clients file index cards for an insurance company using both.'

..alphal)etical/and numerical segue es.

/PeZip Coding- Clients look up zip code in a directory for addresses from a

list from a mail order house, This work sample has a component of

general learning ability and includes(an optional, more complex, task

for higherifunctio ing Clients.

Record Checking-Clients compare a computer printed inventory, list to a

working inventory list from a shoe store. Discrepancies are noted:



w

Tr out and FieleTestIng. -/
*

Each work sampleWas tried out over a period of two years orpore
6 . ..*
at ICtI.Atem analysis statistics were,Computed where feasible and task's were

v
,

-refined to keep the difficulty leVels,suitable f9r the population being

tested: In, addition to, statistical considerations, clients were asked to evalu-
G

ate the work samples and make suggestions for change. These suggestions were

examined and implemented whenever they were judged to be valid and practical.

Following the original tryouts at Icp, Micro-TOWER was field tested

n 1976 at 18 separate sites in theUnited'States:This field testing was,in

part supported by a grant from the Rehabilitation Services Administration, of

the Department of Health, Education, and Melfare. The field sites included

rehAbilitatioa facilities, psychiatric hospitals, correctional facilities, and

a school for the mentallY'retaraed:

0
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE MICRO-TOWER-SYSTEM

The Gro0 A roach

Unlike other-work
sample systems, Micro-TOWER was designed to be

.

administered to small groups Typically a group consists of
from five to ten

a

personCsalthough larger groups are possible depending upon factors, such as

'i!:1
. .

level of functioning of the clients and types of disabilities. my experience

at 67,
in field testing are that clients generally respond well tobeing

eval in a .group; they form a supportive social unit that is be*eficial

to t m throughout their stay at the, agency.

Sta dardization a

In Micro-TOWER everyone
takes the same work sample at the same time.

Alidnistratiop.and scoring procedures
are standa'rdized. Thiisefis that all \

%

cients receive the same inAruCtions no matter who administers the work

sample; results are also
dbjectively,scored,'providing reliable scores that

.are not dependent upon the particular personality or background of the

ev Suator.
1"

Forms are provided for behavioral observations, so that evaluators

n make notes on.cl1ient behaviors. These notes.are to be based.as much as

ossibe,on actual, observed behavioi"4:-

As part of the standardization, the instructions to the clients

are preserked by a taped voice. This assures that all clients receive the

same basic instructions and frees the evaluator to move around the room to

observe and help cliens. The taped instructions also eliminate the peed

for clients to read instructions, something whiff could adver ly affect-

.

their scores ithey were poor readers.

0
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I

Seven'of the work samples have a male voice-on the tape, and six

female voice. The female, voice fsused for those work samples that resemble

jobs typically held by males, and vice versa. This,qas done to overcome some

of the resistrnce to work samples where strong sex role identification might

exist.
.,

Some persons not personally faTiliar, with Micro-TOWER sometimes raise
, .

the question about the possible impersonality.of the tape player. Since the
.

,

. e. *
evaluatot is always in the room, Micro -TOWER provides as much as or. more

.personal attention 'than do individual work samples where clients only interact'

periodically with the-ev'aivator..Also, in Micro-TOWER, the evaluator is free

to stop the,tape recorder any time during the learning period to help the.

clients,
','

Clients of today are quite used to technical and electronic equi nt.
. .

In fact.when Micro-TOWER wa's in the early stages of development and instructions

1

were read, " some would actually as0Why don't you a tape recorder so you
e

won't have to read those instructions all.the

Presentations -Of Occupational Information

At the beginning of each Irk sample, clients areitshown large photos

t

of persons working inspecific jobs. ThesjObs cover a wide range.of occupations

'illustrating that seemingly unrelated jobs can require similiar skills. One

reason'for, this approach is to discourage clients from thinking that a given.

work sargPle is assessing their 'skills f'14 only one job; temphasis is on

aptitudes, not the specific job tasicon hand. Workers in the photos come from

'different ethnic groups,.and cover.a rage of ages. Attempts were made to show

and women in nontraditiOnal work roles%-Again, as'with the male and female

voices on Vile tapes, this is to encourage clients to consider jobs they might

.otherwise nut have considered.
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4.earnink's and Evaluation Periods

tath work sample is divided into a learning/practice period an,d

an evaluation period.. During the learning period the evaluator may stop the

tape at any time to assist clients and to answer quettions. A cue-.stop

cassette player is provided with the Micro-TOWER system. Based on experience

during the tryouts, each tape was designed to stop automatically at certain

places` to enable the evaluator to help clients. The.AafuatOr may also stop the

tape to answer questions or to provide needed assistance.
(

, During the evaluation period rio help is allowed. Clients'are told

to 464be best they can. For most of the work samples, the learning period
L

is three times, as long as the evaluation period.

Two equivalent forms of the work samples are available for Zip
.., .. t.

Coding, Blueprint Reading, Payroll Computation and Want Al'Comprehension.
1. ..._ '

This is to reduce the' Possibil ity of copying' b'y providing alternate, forms, to

qients sitting beside each other. These, alternate forms can also be used

should it be, necessary to retest a client. The results ortestles Studies

:indicate that client perfsarajtarraNztoes not increase significantly upon re-

testing. Specific training, between ter stings, however, might affect such

results.

Group Discussion Techniques t .:
( #

1

`t.,At he end ,of each day a gro"up discussion is held; This discus ion

is usually con ucted by the evaluator who has been administering the work

samples. Tfrprovides'an additional opportunity for the evaluator to observe..
. .-

clients and to gain a better underst4nding of their, behavior aid motivation.
Olet,

A counselor may lead the. discussion if this" is the preference at a given

agent



The particular form the group discussion takes will depend upon
,,

,,

the clients, i.e., their disabilities and mbether or, not they have known

. j

each other previopsly. A manual for the group discu4sion-program is provided

ri . , _

with the Micro-TOWER work samples. This manual describes a series of discussion

exercises that can be used.by ,a pqrson wifh limited training with groups. The

./
techniques include simple methods or games for having people introduce them-

selves,to the group, useful on the first day if the clients are strangers.

Other techniques deal withsliersona.1 motivations and vocational goals.

-

One group technique that is used on the last day of evaluation is

a feedback of; results. Special forms are provided to that clients can see the

areas where they-are weak and strong. No actual ?trocgs,are givep, only relative

strengths and weaknesses on a profile sheetv,This technique has proved quite

useful_as a way of involving clients in their own evaluation. This.exercisealso

increases involvement in the entire evaluation process, especially

IP

when clients

are told they will receive feedback on their performance. the groupituation
, .

provides a supportive environment for clients to, receive such feedback.

a

A4
;
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USE OF RESULTS

The way the results are used to some extent depends upon the place-,

_ment options available at a particular aget4y and kinds of clients served.

The Micro-TOWER work samples provide,a profile of scores in the five

mAjor aptitude areas: Verbal, Numerical, Motor, Spatial, and Clerical Percep-
.

tion4 Separate norms tables are proVided"so that the level of a client's
a

functioning can be compared to an appropriate reference group. Since.Micro-
s

TOWER is usually used as a screening device for,fukher evaluation or placement

training program, client norms can appropriately be used at this point

in time. Most clients in the beginning stages of evaluation'or training would,

e far below successful workers on Me job; thus, on-the-job norms would -not

e appropOlate far decision making at this point in time.

Those clients, who score at the top of the range are usually

recommended for further evaluation with more difficult work samples or tests,

or Ihey are given job training; Those in the lower ranges can be given skills

training, or they cart be tested with a less difficult instrument:such as

VIEWS.

For counselors and-evajuators who.prefer to use the4-DOT, Micro-TOWERA
prOides two possibilities. The. Micro -TOWER General Manual includes a listing

:bf jobs from the DOT. These jobs are classified according to the combiiiation of

aptitudes required. Second through correlations with the GATB, Micra-TWER

scores call be used to estimate DOT aptitude levels; this provides an indication

L5 of applicable Worker trait groups. A table for estimating these aptitude levels

is given in the Technical Manual.
. .

A, third approach that is being developed, will involve a computer

printout of worker trait groups based'on client scores on Micro-TOWER. This should

available in the'not too distant future.

-13-15



It should be noted that these methods only provide estimates of the

kinds of jobs or worker-trait groups that might be suitable for a client. None

are bated on actual job. analysis or predictive validity studies in a particular

job setting. Theyethods are offered only as rough guides for the counselor

Otherdata and information on the client, including client interests and

available job opportunities mustd-ie taken into account.

A

fr:
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FOR WHAT GROUPS CAR miet-TowER BE USED?

.
.

Micro-TOWER was originally developed at a rehabilitation center that

servedithe physic,a113c dipbledand psychiatrically-disturbed. Clients ranged

from their hate teens "to early 60'i; thevpverage age was late 20's._ However,

as a result of the natfonal' field testing,nerms are available for a wide

ir variety of clients! the brain damaged,' the educable mentally retarded, ex-drug

abusers, ex- alcoholics, adult Offende61' the socio - economically disadVantaged,

-the physically disabled, and the psychiatrically disturbed. Separate norms

are also available for males and females, and the Spanish-speaking;

In addition, Micro-:TOWER is presently being used for as'sessing apti-

tudes of,junior' high school students in special education in the New.York City

'school system, and with high school students in special educati in the

Washington,I.D.C. school sygtem.

One of the Major benefits of Micro -TOWER with these students s that

the students themselves' enjoy taking the work samples and do not see them as

tests. Testing brain injured, neurologically impaired, and retarded students

has, always posed some difficulty, particularly one of itivation and involve-
,

ment in the task. Th# group situation, the evaluator's constant supportivg

presence, and the attractiveness of the eqUipment*,seem to have a very posit/ve

effect.

Micro-TOWER is also being used by the New York Association for the

Blind (The lighthouse) to assess the vocational skills of the visually handi-

capped. So far those-with limited sight 18/200 or more) have been able to use

the Micro -TOWER work samples with little or no modification.

Micro-TOWER is*dot suitable with the, totally blind. Some of the work

.sampTes have been tried out with the deaf, using a combination of demonstration

and sign language,. The results-at present are mixed, but studies are continuing.

40K`



A t4one of the work samples require that a client Stand.,:but, the
,

use of one hand is'necessary. For taped instructions an,understandtng of

spoken English is useful. However, since demonstratibn as well'as verbal instruc-

tions are used, many clients are able to take the work'samples witklittle or.

no facility in English. This is partitularly true of the work samples in the'

motor skills,area. For work samples involving some reading, preliminary analysis
4004- ,

of data indicates that a third to fourth grade reading level should be adequate.



CONSIDERATIONS FORAMNISTRATION

SCheduling:

The general manual provides sugg sted schedules for administering

Micro-TOWER work,samples. At ico micro-Town is giCen the first week clients'

.

are(at the agency; the client day begins at 9 and ends at $; group discussions 4

are held the last 30 to 60 Minutes of each day. The sample schedules, .

however, illustrate a wide variety of options, ranging from a two day to a

two week testing schedule, mornings only. All work samples need not be given,

but to obtain a reliable.client profile the entire 13 should be used. Dis-

cussion sessions are optional, but are encouraged as they proVide important_

supplemental information and help to involve the clients in'their own

evaluation.

The,work samples may be.given in any 'Order, although Want Ads,Com-

prehention is usually given first to identify those with difficulties in.

English. Those persons may then 6e.tikensfrom the group or given special

help d0ing the learning period. The order of presentiqjon of work samples

is dependent upon such factors( as how long a given work sample may run:, The
. ,

-administration times-run from 20 Minutes fort Bottle Capping and. Packing to

1 3/4 hrs. for Lamp Assembly; most, however, take etiout one hour. The total

time for all work samples is 14 1/2 hours. With breaks and discussion groups

-'a complete evaluation usually takes 20-25 hours.

19
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.
..EVALUATOR QUALIFICATIONS AND TESTING

Effort wAas expend inthe development of the Micro-TOWER system

to Provide all informtion cessary for proper administration and scoring.
6

aii.resulted in an instrument that may be. used without the eval.A.Wr having

formal training. Thevaluator or the evalUator's supervisor should have,

, .

completed an advanced leV61 course in testing in a university; orits equivalent,
.

Most of the work samples are relatively,simple to administer, once,

the evaluator becomes sufficiently familiar with them. The taped instructions

themselves provide subtle directions to the eValuator to insure smooth adminis-'

tration; for example, atappropriate places the tape will say, "Now the evaluator. .

will .distribute the diagrams." In additioneach work sample includes a separate,

manual with detailed instructions for the evaluator, as wellas a copy of the

1

instructions to tjie client. Scoring is objective and the procedures described

in detail.

While formal training is not mandatory, training programs are available
6

through ICD. Training is free to pur aser's ofthe entire system, but the

agency must pay travel, room and board eXpenses. 'Consulting services will also

be'provided for a fee. Information is available upon request.

4
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TESTING MATERIALS, REQUIRED

.

All materials needed to administer the,thirteen work samples are,

provided with the Micro-TOWER,kit.- This includes a 6e-stop tape player,

icaSsAtte tapes, two table easels, and photoboas fOr,illustrattng the.wbrk
Mf

sa ple tasks and showing the occupational photos. Consumable materials.consists-
. 4

only of printed materiels, mu,ch of whidfi tan be reproduced fof loci.use, and

the lamp cord used in' Lamp Assembly. This cord needs to be rep ced after

18-20 administrations. Al replacement items are available frtim'ICD; specifica-
.

tions for those items which can.be purdiaseMocally. be provided. Equip-

ment is of high quality and ddrable. The only mechanical equtpment is the cue-
,

stoptape player which comes with a one year guarantee. on parts and service.

,If repairs are needed an ordinarytape player can be used temporarily viith

manual operation.

4.4

*
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4%4 COST
ck

.../

/ c

i . .. 40 .

The actual cost of a Micro-TOWER system varies. according to the.-.

't 2, ,

. 0 ,

number of .clients,tp be tested per group.' The reason for this is that each
. 4

that

clieni must have a set of equipment. ',Thus, il'seven clients are to be Dyed

F2

t Graphics. IlluStration work sample, each would require
0

a drafting board

( k,
and set af tools. An additional set is also supplied,for the evaluator....--1.....

.

'for ihe purposes of demonstration., To test seven clieng a purchaser would
. .

really be getting 91'work samples (13 x 7),Iplus 13 additional ones for the

evaluator. The following figures are provided: -to -give an idea of the possige

price range: To test a 'gr9Up of 5 clients, ''the price of a system is $5,180;

for -7 clients, $6,015; for 10 clients, $7',207. This includes, insirrance and1 .

,
,..

shipping charges within the United States. The price also includes the cue-

stop tape player, cassette tapes, photoboois easels, and manuals. No-charge

. 4 .

is made for the gaining course, althoggh purchasers must bear expenses for
. 0,..

y

travel, room and board. Also included in tne purchase'cif a complete Micro-
.

TOWER system is the computation of local norms fora maximum of 100'clients.
4?

Although it is highly recommendedthat'the e4ire sysZarbi used;

it is recognized that certain agencies may wish to orde)" a limited number of

work samples. 'A1separate price list is available. The-se ordering individual .

work samples are not eTigible for the free complimentary training course nor

for the computaton.of local norms°.

22'
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SPACE,REQUIREMENTS

*To insure the best possit)fe' testing environment, Micro -TOWER should

be administered in a room free froM distractions And interruptions. This

4,

insures that clients-have the best situation in which to demonstrate their
,

skills, anq that theirocores.will not be inflAncepi by extraneous factors.

Some persons aeg that a workshop environment best resembles a real job

situation and should`be used for work evaluation. In some situations th.is May

be true. But when you are trying to objectively assess the client's aptitudes,

this should be done under optimal conditions to allow clients to work to their

indiimum potential. Interruptions and distractions, although realistic, may

influence scores in-unknown ways; invalid, unreliable scores may result. AI(

client's concentration and other work habits can still be observed, I-Tt-i4n
or°

more controlled circumstances.

For Micro- TOWER, ,a room should have table space4f approximately

24" x 30" for each client; all work samples are given in a seated position so

a chair is needed for each client. The evaluator will also need a table for

the tape recorder and for the photobook easels. A room about 225 square

feet should be adequate for evaluating six to seven clientsb.

A
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Reliability

TECHNICAL STUDIES

One of the benefits'of using'a standardized test or work sample is

that it readily lends itself to research. When Micro-TOWER is administered

. 'according to the standardized instructions and the work samples are scored

according to the objective standards, reliable results can be expected.

The Technical Manual provides data on the reliability of the Micro-

TOWER work samples. T coefficients range from .74 to .97. The data were

based on test-retest, alternate forms, and internal consistency estimates

using the Kuder Richardson Formula 20. These reliability coefficients are as

high as those obtained by many of the best paper and pencil tests, and much

higher than those that would be expected from wor samples that allow more . ,

e

subjectivty into the evaluation. One can expect this means a respectable

amount of:,ponsistency when admin tering Micro- OWER. Whatever the workl
. V .

samples are measuring, they seem to be measuring with a minimalxamount of t

random pr measurement error.

Standard errors of measurement are retorted as'Well,,and are included

on the profile sheets. Instructions are pro ided in the manual for those ,
.

.

y

wishing to use the standard errors to establ sh confidence bandi" around

the clients raw scores. This provides a pr bable range for the client's

performance, and reduces the tendency to gi e too much emphasis to a given

score.
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Validity

Conducting validity studies with any test presents many problemi; for

work samples the' probled are*even greater. One of the reasons is that

work samples take a much longer period of time and cooperation of subjects is

often more difficult to obtain.

The kinds of validity.studies to beconducted depend upon the decisions

-.that are to be made. As Micro-TOWER is an aptitude battery primally intended

for screening for further evaluation or training,\alidity studies should

provide data to support'decision..making in these areas.

Examination of the specific tasks involved in the work samples provide

some evidence of the content, validity of these work samples, that is that they

are measuring the aptitudes that they were designed to measure. A factor

analysis revealed, as expected, a large general factor, but also provided

evidence for grouping the work samples into the five aptitude areas.

The construct validity of the work sample battery was also supported by

examination of the intercorrelations of the Micro-TOWER work Samples.

.Correlations were, also available with the factors from the GATB. _These data

are reported in The Technical Manual.

Predictive validity studies for. predicting success in given training

programs have yet to be conducted: Resultwill be shared with users as they

become available. One related study providing positive evidence of Micro-

TOWER's use in decision-making compared the recommendations made after a one

week evaluation with Micro-TOWER to the' recommendations made after four more

additional weeks in TOWER:, There 00 a 74% agreement on vocational recommend-

ations, suggesting that decisions can be reached in a much shorter time



0

for many individuals., There will always, of course, be -those individuals

that will nee.a longerlmone i sive evaluation; for those persons the

individual1 administered work samOl'e4..can then be used.
. ,

There is some question a's to whether or not the level of the Micro-,
, .

.

TOWER work samples is

/
igh enough to allow for prediction of successful. .

/Iemployment. Even it were possible .to obtain sufficiently large numbers of
a .. I

employees or aROlqants for specifid jobs, the narrow range in -which these
4 t .

persons would be expected to perform would probably result in useless data.
c.,..

Using a pdol of so- called normal people'also does not solve any problems; as

clients are not being evaluated to see how "normal" they are in general.
, . y

Different occupations require different,aptitudes at different levels,' end

wifting, with a general population would not provide the necessary information

ecision-making.

.Also,:time motion studies (MTM's, Modapts, etc:) do. not seem appropriate
,..
qw..,.

for the Micro-TOWER work samples. These typesof analysis are primarily for , ..

' . ,
.

,-- _,

repetitive motor' asks. A few of the Micro-TOM samples do involvd some

repetitive motion, buS one MTM onsultant stated that the length 'of e for

the Micro - TOWER evaluations wa not sufficient for ,determining MTM standards.

DeWte the above qualifications,'attempts are being made to do :

validity studies withiorkers; attempts are being made to locate: cooperative

businessess to help with the condycOng of validity stUdies. Unitn concerns,
r,

f'

ear of problems nvolving,equalemployment opportunity, 'and staff time seem

to make employers hestitant.to cooperate. Also lack of sufT4cient numbers

(minimum 30) An any given job provides some ploblem.\\
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to COMPARISON OF MICRO-TOWER TO OTHER AVAILABLE WORK:SAMPLE SYSTEMS.

.

The evaluation unit at ICD uses not only TOWER, but some of the

JEVS, Singer-Graflex, and Vaipar units. In addition, many of the field sites

were using other work samples in conjunction with Micro-TOWER and feedback on

the interrelationships of the systems was obtained. More extensive studies.

-need to be conducted; towever, the preliminary reports and impressions will be

shared here.

MiCrw-TOWER was designed so that it could stand alone_as the only

evaluation system, if-necessary. Some field sites used it this way as they had

limited staff, imited funds, and-a limited time to assess 'clients: As a

MicrO-TOAR evaluation can be completed in two to five lays this seemed to suit

their needs. Micro-,TOWER' is also'Usefui when short ternievaluations are part

of an agency's program, such as initial evalUations for insurance companies

orAIDACprograms.

One of the most common uses of Micro-TOWER is as a screening device

fbr the other work simple systems. Many agencies seem to have components from

more than one system. As Micro-TOWER is a genera) Aptitude battery, geared

to the average performance level of clients, it makes a yermood screening

deviCe. A cl'ient's performance on Micro-TOWER can indicate which areas need

further evaluation. This further evaluation can be conducted With the other

systems. The presentation of occupational information and the group discussions

alsolielp focus the clientst interests in certain vocational areas. Information

gained from the MicroiTOWER discussions can also biused to determine which
\<4.. .

areas a client would like further,,evaluation.

.001
None of the other work sample systems to'date are given in.a group

situatipen, as in Micro-TOWER. Group evaluation provides very important

observational data on how well clients interact with others and with a

supervisor. Most clients will be working in a social context,,, and

2.7
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group behaviors are extremely' important to obsLrve. Group and individual

performance are not always the same. Some clients need the supportive
/

environment/Orihe group. Others work best alone. Some will act out in a

group, yet work well alone. Some do well in both situations. For prel3er job

placement clients who cannot work well in group situations may have difficulty

in trainin§ programs. For proper job placement both group and individual work

habits should be observed.

The cost of Micro-TOWER is another positive factor. Although it looks

as if it is competitively priced, one actually receivesauch 'more equipmept than

with othe;systems. As indicated earlier, for a system sufficient to test

seven clients the cost is $7,207. This, however, includes a total of 104

)
flork'sample units (13 work samples x 7 clients(plus one each for the evaluator).

Training is not tequired, so staff time need not be lost if an agency cannot

\,

afford to release staff.

One of the possible limitations of Mt'cro -TOWER in a,rehabilitation

setting is that traditionally most evaluation units have,been set Up for the

individually administered work,sampleS. The evaluator moves from client to

client,t the evaluator can go to meetings, make phone calls, do some paper work

while the evaluation is going on.. Micro-JOWER requirerthe evaluator to be

present with the gro4 up at all times. This provides more opportunities for

behavioral observations and immediate support and reinforcement for clients who

may be having difficulties. However, this approach may require some reorgani-

zation'of staff in traditional evaluation units. This involves administrative

decisions apd inservice education and training. The problem does not exist

in school settings where evOuation has traditionally been geared toward the

group or classroom approach.

28'
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Once agencieS incorporate the group into their organization many

evaluators enjoy having the privacy and complete involvement with the clients.

The wealth q1finformation provided from the intensive evaluation makes report

Writing much easier and more meaningful. Where sufficient staf exists,

however, it is Often advisable to use more than one evaluator for Micro-TOWER,

so that staff will have a variety of experiences working with both individual
a

iand group systems. Evaluators can alternate weeks or can share in a weeks

evaluation, writing the reports jointly.

The addition of any new work samples can involve problems of space

and security of equilment. If the present evaluation unit is large enough,

some work samples systems can b(e added without too much problem. Micro-TOWER,

however, should.be administered in a separate room that is free from distractions

and interruptitis; this is because it is a stand,rdized system and because

some of the work samples are timed." Usually a reevaluation of current space.

usage turns up.a room suitable for Micro-TOWER evaluation.

"I
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Since prediction with Micro-TOWER is mainly for farther eventuation

or job-trairking, validity studies will be conducted in these areas:

Written reports on the correlation with the TOWER and JEVS work sample

systems are being prepared for publication.

In the interim, counseldg and evaluators wishing to male

decisions reiarding possible areas for which clients Might be trained or jobs

in :which they might be placed can refer to the worker trait'groups in the DOT.

The relationship of Micro-TOWER to;the DOT has been discussed earlier fn this

paper under' uses of Micro-TOWER.

c


